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ニュートリノ研究
銀河天文学

「物理学」

学問分野が異なると常識が大きく違うこともある

両者の常識を擦り合わせることから新たな研究が生まれることも

一方で、学問分野が大きく異なり異文化交流となると、結構厳しい

隕石分析 と 天文学

「化学」

「鉱物(地質)学」

ニュートリノ研究と天文学は程よい距離感と感じてます

交
流

物理(天文)
学

距離があるな〜



Chemical Evolution
Calculation of the evolutionary change in the mass fraction, Zi,  

of each heavy element, i,  in gas

a birth of stars    stellar death

creation of elements

ejection of elements into gas

Each time’s Zi of gas can be recorded as stellar Zi at each time 

can be compared with the observed Zi of long-lived stars

@Longland

(at a stellar surface)

(M<0.8 M⊙)



基本の観測量は星の化学組成

星の化学組成は星が生まれた時の
ガスの化学組成を反映している

（星の進化の過程で、つまり星の内部で作られる元素(炭素、
窒素など）はその限りではない）

星の元素量(Feの含有量など)は基本時間とともに増加する

星のFe含有量は時間の指標となる

化学
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パス
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星の化学組成

Fe

Ca

H

(単位:Å=10-10m)



銀河系の構造

バルジ

~1.5 × 1010 M☉

ハロー

ディスク
厚いディスク (thick disk) : ~0.5 × 1010 M☉, 900 pc 

薄いディスク (thin disk)  : ~3.5 × 1010 M☉, 300 pc 

星 厚み

半径~50 kpcの球

(4-7) × 108 M☉

半径~15 kpcの円盤
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16 Nucleosynthesis: The Where and How

Cosmic Ray Reactions

The abundances of Li, Be, B in the Solar System are orders of magnitude lower than their neighboring elements, e.g., He and C (Fig.
12). As mentioned earlier, the isotopes of Li, Be, and B are not produced in the Big Bang nucleosynthesis (excluding trace amount of
7Li) because of the lack of stable nuclides with masses of 5 and 8 that can serve as seed nuclides to produce Li, Be, and B. In stellar

nucleosynthesis, 12C is produced in the He-burning stage following H-burning so that the production of Li, Be, and B are skipped. The

presence of Li, Be, and B in the Solar System today is thus considered to result from the cosmic ray reactions. When cosmic ray particles

impact interstellar atoms of C and O, fragments of nuclei that are lighter than the isotopes of C and O are generated. This process, called

spallation, is the main source of Li, Be, and B in the Solar System. An exception is 7Li; the production ratio of 7Li/6Li by cosmic ray

reactions is expected to be ~ 1.8, whereas the 7Li/6Li ratio in the Solar System estimated from chondrites is ~ 12.2 (Seitz et al., 2007).

Fig. 12 Elemental abundances in the Solar System normalized to 1012H atoms (Lodders et al., 2009). Data represent the abundances in solar
photosphere excluding As, Se, Br, Te, I, Cs, Ta, Re, Hg, Bi, Th, and U for which abundances of CI chondrites are adapted.

Fig. 13 Spectral comparison of stars in the main-sequence with different metallicities. From top to bottom: Sun, G66–30, G64–12, and

HE1327–2326. The absorption line of the Sun is complicated due to the presence of multiple elements with the solar metallicity whereas that of

the most metal-poor star HE1327–2326 only shows a weak absorption of Fe at 3860 Å. Frebel A (2010) Stellar archaeology: Exploring the

Universe with metal-poor stars. Astronomische Nachrichten 331: 474-488. Figure 1.
太陽の25万分の1の金属量の星

低金属量の星々からなる銀河系成分

ハロー星

太陽の1/40

ハローの平均的
金属量 銀河系で最初にできた古い(~100億年前)星々



天の川銀河

アンドロメダ銀河
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2 T. Tsujimoto

between the lower mass bound (mcc,l = 8M!) and mcc,u, referred to
as an initial mass function (IMF), is well approximated by a power
law with a slope index, denoted x (=-1.35: the Salpeter)3. The impact
on the GCE caused by a reduction in mcc,u from ∼100M! to 18M!
is sufficiently large. This is due not only to the fact that the CCSN
frequency reduces to ∼ 70%, but also to the fact that more heavy
elements are generally ejected from CCSNe whose progenitor stars
are more massive with a larger core mass (e.g., Woosley & Weaver
1995).

Then, the question arises as to whether the predictions of GCE
models with mcc,u= 18M! match the observed chemical abundances
exhibited by nearby stars. The difficulty of addressing this issue is
alleviated by the renewed views regarding the chemodynamical evo-
lution of the Galaxy. The improved understanding of Galactic dynam-
ics suggests that stars radially move on the disk when they encounter
transient spiral arms that are naturally generated during the process of
disk formation (e.g., Sellwood & Binney 2002; Ros̆kar et al. 2008).
This so-called radial migration of stars predicts that the stars in the
solar vicinity represent the mixture of stars born at various Galac-
tocentric distances over the disk. In particular, this dynamic process
induces a major migration from the inner disk, which forms faster
and becomes more metal-rich than the solar vicinity according to the
inside-out scenario (Chiappini et al. 2001). Thus, it is vital to update
GCE models to consider that stars born under less efficient CCSN
enrichment than previously thought owing to a low mcc,u contribute
to only a part of the local Galactic chemistry and that the remaining
composition must be due to more efficient enrichment trajectories
than an in situ one.

Then, given the confirmed validity of GCE models with a low
mcc,u, it is natural to extend our attention beyond the local field to
the Galactic bulge, which is a generally metal-rich population that
forms within a short timescale of <∼ 2 Gyr (Barbuy et al. 2018). Such
Galactic bulge’s properties suggest that CCSNe play a more vital role
in the enrichment that rapidly proceeds in the bulge compared to the
slow progress in the Galactic disk since, for many type Ia supernovae
(SNe Ia) whose delay times are on the order of billions of years, the
star ceases forming before the release of heavy elements. This con-
sideration could support our expectation that the number of CCSNe
per stellar generation deduced from the local IMF having x=-1.35
with mcc,u= 18 M! is not sufficient to reproduce the chemical char-
acteristics of the Galactic bulge. This argument would be plausible
since the existing GCE models (even those with mcc,u= 100 M!)
suggests a flatter IMF to better fit the observations of the bulge (e.g.,
Matteucci & Brocato 1990; Ballero et al. 2007, but see Bensby et
al. 2017).

Knowledge of the IMF in the Galactic bulge could be trans-
ferred to the study of other spheroids, i.e., the bulges of other spiral
galaxies and elliptical galaxies in terms of similar chemistries (e.g.,
Thomas & Davies 2006) as the result of a common chemical evolu-
tionary history, which can be summarized as fast chemical enrich-
ment leading to a mean metallicity up to (or exceeding) the solar
metallicity within a few billion years at most. We stress that the pos-
sibility of variation in the IMF significantly increases by a potentially
low mcc,u under an ongoing intense debate on the universality versus
nonuniversality of the IMF (Bastian et al. 2010; Hopkins 2018).

The controversy regarding whether the IMF varies among different
types of galaxies can be explored by comparing the occurrence rates
of star formation and CCSNe in the Universe as a function of redshift

3 The Kroupa’s IMF gives the almost same power index of x=-1.3 for m>1
M! (Kroupa 2001).

(z), that is, whether the measured rate of CCSNe (Rcc) is proportional
to the cosmic star formation rate (denoted ψ). Since the contributing
fraction in ψ from individual types of galaxies varies in accordance
with z, the IMF variation, if it exists, should lead to a break in
the proportionality relating ψ to Rcc. In fact, the measured Rcc−z
trend detaches from a ψ−z relation; the contrast of ψ between the
present and z ≈ 1 is below a factor of 10 (Hopkins & Beacom 2006;
Madau & Dickinson 2014; Davies et al. 2016; Driver et al. 2018),
whereas Rcc for z > 0.5 (e.g., Petrushevska et al. 2016) suggests a
higher rate at z ≈ 1 than the current one by more than a factor of 10. In
this paper, based on a low mcc,u motivated both observationally and
theoretically, we first discuss GCE and then explore the CCSN rate
history of the Universe, connecting two evolutions of the Galaxy
and the Universe (Maoz & Graur 2017).

2 GALACTIC CHEMICAL EVOLUTION

First, we examine the chemical evolution of the Galactic disk com-
posed of two chemically distinguishable populations, namely, thin
and thick disks, and a bulge; for this purpose, we adopt an IMF with
(mcc,l, mcc,u) = (8 M! , 18 M!). In this scheme, massive stars (m > 18
M!) are assumed not to contribute to Galactic chemical enrichment
due to failed supernovae and the formation of BHs. We calculate the
evolution of two elements: Fe and Mg. For the Fe yield from CCSNe,
we adopt 0.06 M! based on recent observational estimates from lu-
minosities (Rodríguez et al. 2021). Then, we deduce a Mg yield of
0.08 M! from an observed plateau of [Mg/Fe] ≈ +0.4 among halo
stars, which reflects the average nucleosynthesis Mg/Fe ratio among
CCSNe; this value is within theoretical predictions (Tominaga et al.
2007). The star formation history (SFH) of each Galactic component
is modeled by changing the timescale of star formation (τSF) and the
supply of gas from the halo (τin) for a given duration ∆SF. Detailed
description of GCE models are given in the following section.

2.1 GCE Models

−the thin disk−
The basic picture is that the thin disk was formed through a con-

tinuous low-metal infall of material from outside the disk region
(i.e., the inter-galactic medium) based on the inside-out formation
scenario (Chiappini et al. 2001), that is, the disk is formed by an
infall of gas occurring at a faster rate in the inner region than in
the outer ones consistent with the shorter dynamical times. Here, we
calculate chemical evolution at three regions with their Galactocen-
tric distances RGC ≈ 4 (inner disk), 8 (solar vicinity), and 12 kpc
(outer disk). This assignment of RGC for each model can be done
by comparing the predicted achieving [Fe/H] values with the cur-
rent [Fe/H]-RGC relation (i.e., the observed radial [Fe/H] gradient)
(Genovali et al. 2014), which approximately gives [Fe/H]≈0.2-0.3 at
RGC ≈ 4 kpc and [Fe/H]≈-0.15 at RGC ≈ 12 kpc. We calculate the
gas fraction and the abundance of heavy-element in the gas at each
region with an assumed IMF, φ(m), for a mass range from ml = 0.01
M! to mu = 100 M! .

Let ψ(t) be the star formation rate and A(t) be the gas infall rate,
then the gas fraction fg(t) and the abundance of heavy-element i
Zi(t) in the gas at each region change with time according to

dfg
dt
= −ψ(t) +

∫ mu

max(ml ,mt )
dmφ(m)r(m)ψ(t − tm) + A(t) (1)
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Figure 1. Left: Calculated correlation of [Mg/Fe] with [Fe/H] for disk stars in the solar vicinity compared with observed data from the Stellar Abundances
for Galactic Archeology (SAGA) database. The data are separated into thick (light gray) and thin (dark gray) disk points using the boundary between the two
defined by Hayden et al. (2017); however, this boundary is slightly modified according to the result of Schultheis et al. (2017). The four colored curves are the
model results for the thin disk (red: in situ, green: the inner disk, blue: the inner disk with x=-0.9: light green: the outer disk), while the black curve is for the
thick disk with x=-0.9. The initial [Mg/Fe] of gas for the thin disk is set with an offset of 0.02 dex among the four. Right: Comparison of the predicted local
MDFs with the observed MDFs (gray curve: Nandakumar et al. 2017; histogram: Thompson et al. 2018). The predicted MDFs correspond to the in situ (dashed
blue curve), inner disk (dotted green curve), and outer disk (dotted light green curve) functions, and the mixture of these three MDFs with a ratio of 6.5:2.5:1 is
plotted as the red curve.

d(Zi fg)
dt

= −Zi(t)ψ(t) +
∫ mu

max(ml ,mt )
dmAψ(m)yIa,i

×
∫ t

0
dtIag(tIa)ψ(t − tIa)

+

∫ mu

max(ml ,mt )
dm(1 − A)φ(m)[ycc,i + Zi(t − tm)

rw(m)]ψ(t − tm) + ZA,i(t)A(t) , (2)

where mt is the turnoff mass when the main-sequence lifetime, tm,
is equal to time t, r(m) is the fraction of the ejected material from a
star of mass m, rw(m) is the fraction of the ejected material without
newly synthesized elements from that star, yi is the heavy-element
yield from an CCSN or SN Ia, and ZA,i is the abundance of heavy
element contained in the infalling gas.

The star formation rate, ψ(t), is assumed to be proportional to the
gas fraction with a constant coefficient of 1/τSF(R), where τSF(R) is a
timescale of star formation as a function of R. For the infall rate A(t),
we adopt the formula that is proportional to t exp(−t/tin(R)) with a
timescale of infall of τin(R). According to the inside-out scenario,
τSF(R) and τin(R) are assumed to increase outwards, and the adopted
timescales together with the duration of star formation ∆SF(R) in
unit of Gyr are (τSF, τin, ∆SF)=(0.5, 1, 3.5), (1, 5, 10), and (3.3,
10, 10), respectively. The metallicity, ZA,i , of an infall is assumed
to be very low-metallicity ([Fe/H]=-1.5), which is implied by the
metallicity measurement of damped Lyα systems (Wolfe et al. 2005)
with a SN-II like enhanced [Mg/Fe] ratio (=0.4).

As the initial abundances, we assume the high value of [Fe/H]
(=0.2) together with [Mg/Fe]∼0 including some variation as the thick
disk’s remaining gas (see also Spitoni et al. 2019). Here, we regard
the thick disk as the first disk, which is heated up by an ancient merger
such as Gaia-Enceladus (Helmi et al. 2018), that is subsequently fol-
lowed by the gradual formation of a secondary disk, i.e., the thin
disk. Such a first thick disk can also be formed through clump merg-
ing in an unstable primordial disk (Bournaud et al. 2007). In these
scenarios, star formation within the thin disk could occur after the
termination of star formation in the thick disk.

The adopted nucleosynthesis yields of CCSNe for Fe and Mg are
deduced from the observational bases: the SN light curve and the
plateau of abundance ratio for halo stars, as already stated. These

nucleosynthesis products are released with a short delay time corre-
sponding to the lifetimes of massive stars. For SNe Ia, each event
is assumed to ejects 0.63 M$ of Fe and 8.5×10−3 M$ of Mg
(Iwamoto et al. 1999) according to the delay time distribution (DTD),
g(tIa), which is proportional to t−1

Ia with a range of 0.1 ≤ tIa ≤ 10
Gyr (Maoz et al. 2014). The DTD is normalized so that 8% of the
primary stars in binaries with initial masses in the range of 3-8 M$
explode as SNe Ia: A=0.08 for 3-8 M$ and A=0 outside this mass
range. Its fraction has been obtained through previous works (e.g.,
Tsujimoto & Bekki 2012) and has been rechecked by this study.
−the thick disk and the bulge−

Chemical evolutions of the thick disk and the bulge are calcu-
lated in the scheme of a relatively rapid star formation by adopting
a short timescale of star formation with a rapid collapse. These are
parameterized by (τSF, τin, ∆SF)=(0.7, 1, 2.5) and (0.25, 0.5, 2.5),
respectively. The two Galactic components start to be formed from
a low-metallicity infalling gas without an initial gas. The adopted
short τSF is within the predicted values by previous studies: 0.5-
1 Gyr (Kobayashi et al. 2006) for the thick disk and 0.05-0.5 Gyr
(Matteucci & Brocato 1990; Kobayashi et al. 2006; Ballero et al.
2007; Grieco et al. 2012) for the bulge. These τSF values adopted
in the models can be compared with the observed molecular deple-
tion time in galaxies. In the active star-formation phase for 1 <∼ z
<∼ 5, i.e., ∼8-13 Gyr ago, τSF of galaxies in the PHIBSS survey

is strictly confined less than 1 Gyr (Tacconi et al. 2018) with their
median values reanalyzed by Segovia Otero et al. (2022) being ap-
proximately 0.4-0.5 Gyr, and thus broadly agrees with our adopted
values. Here, we note that the cosmological simulations predict that
τSF mainly settles down to ≈0.2-0.3 Gyr during a starburst phase
for z >∼ 1 in Milky Way-like galaxies (Segovia Otero et al. 2022). On
the other hand, τSF at a secular stage of star formation increases
to ≈1-2 Gyr (Leroy et al. 2013; Tacconi et al. 2018) as measured in
nearby galaxies; this timescale is comparable to the values at the
solar vicinity (=1 Gyr) or at the outer disk (=3.3 Gyr) in our model.

2.2 Galactic disk
Here, we focus mainly on comparing theoretical predictions with the
observations of thin disk stars that are currently present in the solar

MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2015)
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化学進化を決定するfundamentalな要素は3つ

1. 時間の関数としての星生成率

1I. 生まれる星の質量分布

星の初期質量関数: initial mass function  (IMF)

star formation rate (SFR)

1II. 元素の供給天体

元素によって異なる！

ある元素Xを供給する天体がある時間tにどれだけ（何個）
作られるかを評価できる

tとt+Dtの間にどれだけ
の質量の星ができるか

mとm+Dmの間にできる
星の割合

元素Xの合成量は質量範囲
(m1, m2)の関数

(通常、時間の関数にしない)
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星の寿命

星の形成史

SFR= aΣgas&
a: 星形成係数

n=1.4

太陽質量

f(m)dm: f(m)∝ m-1.7

∝ m-1.35

:Kroupa IMF
:Salpeter IMFaの値は銀河(の形態)、銀河成分ごとに異なる

(シュミット則)
質量> 1M⦿

-1.3 (2001)



星の材料となるガス供給：2つのモデル

I. 閉鎖系モデル
(closed-box model)

II. infallモデル
(inflow,降着モデル)

ガス100%からスタート

時間

ガスゼロから
スタート

ガスは外から降ってくる



銀河系ディスクはハローからの低金属量のガスの
定常的な流入の中で作られてきた

観測データ

G型矮小星問題 (G-dwarf problem)
Larson (1972)〜閉鎖系だと低金属量星を

作り過ぎてしまう
星
の
重
元
素
量
頻
度
分
布

[金属量/H]

閉鎖系モデル

infallモデル

(∝ "#
$
$in)

一般には指数関数
形で与える



ハローに存在する高速度(≥ 50-90 km/s)ガス雲

Complex C
質量:8×106 M¤, 距離: 10 kpc, 
サイズ: 3 × 15 kpc

Smith cloud
質量:2×106 M¤, 距離: 12 kpc, 
サイズ: >3 × 1 kpc
約3000万年後にディスクに衝突か

例えば

他にも

:50-100 km/sで銀河ディスクに落下中

(Wakker+ 1999)

(Lockman+ 2008)



元素の供給天体
星の最期、終末進化段階によって元素が供給される

超新星

惑星状星雲

重い星軽い星

白色矮星



元素供給天体／現象は4つ

1. 大質量星の超新星爆発

質量が太陽の10倍以上
(重力崩壊型超新星, II型超新星)

炭素から鉄族元素を合成

2. 連星系にある白色矮星の超新星爆発

質量が太陽の3~8倍の星がなりうる
(Ia型超新星)

鉄族元素を主に合成

短い時間(数百万〜数千万年)で放出

長い時間(典型的に10億年)で放出

どの星

どの元素

供給の時間

どの星

どの元素

供給の時間



Ia型超新星

にある白色矮星の爆発

白色矮星

伴星

古典的シナリオ : 伴星から質量が流入し、白色矮星の質量が
増大し、一定の質量(太陽質量の約1.4倍)を
超えるとその重みに耐えられなくなり、
核暴走反応が起こり大爆発

チャンドラセカール
の臨界質量

質量流入

連星系

星の半分
近くは連星系
にある

(Madej+2004)

質量分布



もう一つのシナリオ: 白色矮星同士の合体
（つまり、伴星も白色矮星）

伴星が未確認

水素ラインがないことをうまく説明

爆発までの時間が観測に合致

現在では合体シナリオが優勢か

(実際には、両者のシナリオが
共存するのであろう)

どちらのシナリオか60年にわたり未解決



Ia型超新星の化学進化への寄与
鉄をはじめとした元素を、

星が生まれて時間が経過してから、
星間ガスへ供給する

~1億年から100億年に分布

Ia型超新星のdelay time distribution (DTD)

DTD∝ t−1

白色矮星合体
シナリオを強く支持

(Maoz+ 2010)

1億年 10億年



3.漸近巨星分枝星

質量が1-8 M⦿の比較的軽い星の最終進化段階

(Asymptotic Giant Brach: AGB星)

炭素、窒素、s過程元素を合成

4. 中性子星合体
(neutron star merger)

r過程元素を合成

比較的長い時間(数億年)で放出

ニューエントリー

数千（百？）万〜数10億年で放出

(~1%程度がIa型超新星に)

中性子星同士あるいは中性子星/ブラックホールの連星系

どの星

どの元素

供給の時間

どの星

どの元素

供給の時間



重力崩壊型超新星

Ia型超新星

太陽近傍星の[Mg/Fe]組成比の化学進化

太陽鉄量太陽鉄量
×1/10

太陽鉄量
×1/1000

太陽Mg/Fe比
の３倍

[Fe/H]=log (Fe/H)星 - log (Fe/H)¤

[M
g/

Fe
]

時間昔 現在

[Fe/H] ~ -1が約10億年に相当

Ia型超新星からの
鉄によって下がる



矮小銀河での星形成はゆっくりANRV385-AA47-10 ARI 22 July 2009 4:3
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Figure 11
α-elements, (a) Mg and (b) Ca, in four nearby dwarf spheroidal galaxies: Sgr (orange: McWilliam &
Smecker-Hane 2005, Monaco et al. 2005, Sbordone et al. 2007), Fnx (blue: Shetrone et al. 2003, Letarte
2007), Scl ( green: V. Hill & DART, in preparation, Shetrone et al. 2003, Geisler et al. 2005), and Carina
( purple: Shetrone et al. 2003, Koch et al. 2008a). Open symbols refer to single-slit spectroscopy
measurements, whereas filled circles refer to multiobject spectroscopy. A representative error-bar for the
latter is shown on the left-hand side of the picture. The small gray squares are a compilation of the Milky
Way disk and halo star abundances, from Venn et al. (2004a).

In other dSphs, the knee is not well defined owing to a lack of data, but limits can be established.
The Sgr dSph has enhanced [α/Fe] up to [Fe/H] ≈ −1.0, which is significantly more metal rich
than the position of the knee in the Scl dSph. This is consistent with what we know of the SFH
of Sgr, which has steadily formed stars over a period of 8–10 Gyears and only stopped forming
stars about 2–3 Gyears ago (e.g., Dolphin 2002). The Carina dSph has had an unusually complex
SFH, with at least three separate bursts of star formation (Hurley-Keller, Mateo & Nemec 1998;
see Figure 4). The abundance measurements in Carina are presently too scarce to have any hope
to confidently detect these episodes in the chemical enrichment pattern (e.g., Tolstoy et al. 2003).
It appears to possess [α/Fe]-poor stars between [Fe/H] = −1.7 and −2.0, which suggests that
the knee occurs at lower [Fe/H] than in Scl. It seems that Carina has had the least amount of
chemical evolution before the onset of SNe Ia of all galaxies in Figure 11. In the Fnx dSph,
another galaxy with a complex SFH, the sample does not include a sufficient number of metal-
poor stars to determine even an approximate position of the knee. There are abundances for only
five stars below [Fe/H] = −1.2, and only one below [Fe/H] = −1.5. The knee is constrained to
be below [Fe/H] < −1.5. From this (small) sample of dSph galaxies, it appears that the position
of the knee correlates with the total luminosity of the galaxy, and the mean metallicity of the
galaxy. This suggests that the presently most luminous galaxies are those that must have formed
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銀河系

矮小銀河

Ia型超新星の効き始め

同じ時間で到達
できる金属量

同じ時間で到達する
金属量([Fe/H])が少ない

=  星形成がゆっくり(星形成率が低い)

(Tolstoy+ 2009)



銀河系化学進化に関する最近の進展について



@Danna Berry

outward 
migration

inward
migration

Stars radially move on the Galactic disk (: radial migration)

This theory predicts that the stars in the solar vicinity represent the 
mixture of stars born at various Galactocentric distances over the disk. 

A new paradigm of Galactic dynamics



Figure 2

Milky Way analogues � a selection of galaxies that broadly resemble the Galaxy (Efremov 2011).
All images have been rectified to a flat projection. Classifications within the de Vaucouleurs
morphological classification scheme are also shown.

have measured accurate distances and velocity vectors for many millions of stars arising from

all major components of the Galaxy (de Bruijne et al. 2015). In light of this impending data

set, we review our present understanding of the main dynamical and structural parameters

that describe our home, the Milky Way.

We run into a problem familiar to cartographers. How is one to describe the complexity

of the Galaxy? No two galaxies are identical; even the best morphological analogues with

the Milky Way have important di↵erences (Fig. 2). Historically, astronomers have resorted

to defining discrete components with the aim of measuring their structural parameters (see

Table 1). We continue to see value in this approach and proceed to define what we mean

by each subsystem, and the best estimates that can be made at the present time. In reality,

these ‘components’ exhibit strong overlap by virtue of sharing the same evolving Galactic

potential (e.g. Guedes et al. 2013) and the likelihood that stars migrate far from their

formation sites (Sellwood & Binney 2002; Minchev & Famaey 2010).

Even with complete data (density field, distribution function, chemistry), it is unlikely

that any one component can be entirely separated from another. In particular, how are we to

separate the bar/bulge from the inner disk and inner halo? A distinct possibility is that most

of our small bulge (compared to M31) has formed through a disk instability associated with

bar formation, rather than during a dissipational early collapse phase. The same challenge

exists in separating the thin disk from the thick disk. Some have argued for a gradual

transition but there is now good evidence that a major part of the thick disk is chemically

distinct from the dominant thin disk, suggesting a di↵erent origin. In this context, Binney

(2013) has argued that the Galaxy’s stellar populations are better described by phase-

space distribution functions (DF) that are self-consistent with the underlying gravitational

potential (§5).
Our goal here is to identify the useful structural and kinematic parameters that aid

comparison with other galaxies and place our Galaxy in context. These “measurables” are
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銀河系の仲間達

The Milky Way
First “direct” measurement of the Galactic Bar

39

Anders et al., 2019, A&A, 628, A94

https://sci.esa.int/web/gaia/-/61459-gaia-starts-mapping-our-galaxy-s-bar

バー構造が⾒えた！!150M stars (RGs) 
Gaia DR2 + Pan-STARRS1  
+ 2MASS + AllWISE
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A paradigm shift from “wave pattern” to “material structure”

Lin & Shu (1964, 1966)

The remarkable progress in the last ~15 years

the controversy over spiral arm since 1960s
“wave pattern or material structure”

Goldreich & Lynden-Bell (1965)
ToomreLindblad, Kalnajs, Bertin

(quasi-) stationary density wave transient recurrent spiral

-星の軌道の渋滞パターン(恒星系円盤を伝わる粗密波)
-渦状腕を「中立安定 (neutrally stable) な波」と考える．
-self-consistentな分散関係 (振動数と波長の関係式) の導出 
-銀河回転周期で変化しない”準定常”パターン(剛体回転)
-線形解析，局所解析(Tight-Winding近似)

高速道路の渋滞(アナロジー)

渋滞個所(=密度波)は構成す
る車(=星)が入れ替わりなが
らゆっくりと伝播する．

F. H. ShuC.C. Lin

5

渦状腕＝恒星系円盤を伝わる定常波 (定常密度波)

渦状腕領域の星の密度増加とそれにともなう重力ポテ
ンシャルの変化をself-consistentに考慮した分散関係

注) 密度波理論では恒星系円盤を連続体と
みなして波の分散関係を導出している．そ
のため，渦状腕領域における星の軌道運動
に関して定量的理論予言はできない．

Lin & Shu (1964; 1966)

the place of traffic 
congestion slowly 
propagates with changes 
of member cars 

the structure that a high stellar 
density region formed by self-
gravity is stretched by a differential 
(galactic) rotation
✓a short lifetime (~1-2 ×108 yrs)

✓repeatedly generate and die out 

“density wave theory”



Stars radially move via a gravitational interaction with 
transient recurrent spirals by losing or gaining angular 
momentum: This happens around the corotation radius.
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ガスは渦状腕に対し
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ガスは渦状腕に対し
亜音速

剛体回転
(密度波)

差動回転

Vro
t=Ω
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19

Wada, Baba, & Saitoh (2011)
Baba, Saitoh, & Wada (2013)

On the other hand, 
in the case of density wave, 

Stars just go across spirals

The Astrophysical Journal, 763:46 (14pp), 2013 January 20 Baba, Saitoh, & Wada

Figure 10. Orbital evolution of stars in the spiral arm during the nonlinear phase. The stars associate with the spiral arm at Trot = 12.2.

(An animation of this figure is available in the online journal.)

The time evolutions of the angular momentum of stars
associated with a spiral arm at Trot ! 4.0 and Trot ! 12.2 are
plotted in the top left panels of Figures 11 and 12, respectively.
In the early phase (Trot ! 4.0), both the angular momentum
and random energy do not change by more than 10% during
one rotational period (top right panel of Figure 11). On the
other hand, in the nonlinear phase (Trot ! 12.2), the fraction of
the angular momentum changes by ∼50% (top right panel of

Figure 12). It is clear that the angular momentum of the stars
changes significantly due to their scattering by a well-developed
spiral at Trot = 12.2. This corresponds to the hypothesis that the
guiding center of the epicycle motion of each star undergoes
radial motion.

The change in the normalized random energy shown in the
bottom left panels of Figures 11 and 12 indicates that certain
stars with relatively small initial random energies experience
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associated with a spiral arm at Trot ! 4.0 and Trot ! 12.2 are
plotted in the top left panels of Figures 11 and 12, respectively.
In the early phase (Trot ! 4.0), both the angular momentum
and random energy do not change by more than 10% during
one rotational period (top right panel of Figure 11). On the
other hand, in the nonlinear phase (Trot ! 12.2), the fraction of
the angular momentum changes by ∼50% (top right panel of

Figure 12). It is clear that the angular momentum of the stars
changes significantly due to their scattering by a well-developed
spiral at Trot = 12.2. This corresponds to the hypothesis that the
guiding center of the epicycle motion of each star undergoes
radial motion.

The change in the normalized random energy shown in the
bottom left panels of Figures 11 and 12 indicates that certain
stars with relatively small initial random energies experience
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rigid rotation
(density wave)
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❐Spirals induce radial migration of stars ❐



The chemical evolution of the disk differs in accordance
with Galactocentric distance (RGC).

(Genovali+ 2014)

current radial abundance gradient
showing higher metallicity at a smaller RGC

Galactocentric distance

the Sun

Galactic center

observationally evidenced by

the present metallicity distribution

(data points by
young stars) 

Impact of radial migration on Galactic chemical evolution



Theoretical interpretation of abundance gradient

“inside-out scenario”
The inner region was formed faster and becomes more 

metal-rich than the outer region

Inner disk: formed at old times within a short timescale, reaching high metallicity

Outer disk: slowly formed up to the present with currently low metallicity

timem
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slow speed of evolution

an inactive phase of star formation

(e.g., Chiappini+ 2001)



Observational facts well explained 

1010 B. Nordström et al.: The Geneva-Copenhagen survey of the Solar neighbourhood

Fig. 26. Distribution of metallicities for the volume complete sample
of single stars (full histogram). For comparison the dotted curve shows
the reconstructed distribution for G dwarfs from Jørgensen (2000),
which is corrected for scale height effects and measurement errors.

However, as pointed out by Edvardsson et al. (1993) them-
selves, the restriction of their sample to F-type dwarfs auto-
matically excluded any old, metal-rich stars if such existed, a
fact that has been overlooked in several later discussions. The
very recent similar analysis by Reddy et al. (2003) of a larger
number of elements in 181 F and G dwarfs reached substan-
tially the same conclusions as Edvardsson et al. (1993).

The selection criteria underlying the present sample were
specifically designed to include the old, metal-rich stars that
would have been missed by Edvardsson et al. (1993) even if
they existed. At the same time, it was realised that these are
just the stars for which the derived ages will be the most un-
certain, as demonstrated implicitly by Feltzing et al. (2001). In
this context we note that Reddy et al. (2003) find again a more
clear-cut rise of mean metallicity with age than the two stud-
ies just mentioned, primarily because the Reddy et al. sample
contains few old, metal rich stars. It is unclear whether this is
caused by their selection procedure, and it is therefore of inter-
est to re-examine the age-metallicity diagram constructed from
the stars with well-defined ages in the unbiased sample pre-
sented here (see Figs. 27 and 28).

The most obvious features of Fig. 27 remain direct results
of our selection criteria: The absence of stars near the lower
left edge of the diagram is caused by our blue colour cutoff. The
predominance of young, metal-rich stars is due to their intrinsic
brightness and the correspondingly large volume they sample;
the few young, apparently super-metal-rich stars are probably
at least in part distant giant stars for which the interstellar red-
dening has been overestimated (see below and Burstein 2003).

Apart from these features, little variation in mean metallic-
ity is seen, except possibly for the very oldest stars which in
general have kinematics characteristic of the thick disk. Even

Fig. 27. Age–metallicity diagram for 7566 single stars with “well-
defined” ages in the magnitude-limited sample. Note that individual
age errors may still exceed 50% (cf. Fig. 16).

some of these have solar-like metallicities, however, and we
note that Bensby et al. (2003) recently derived a metallicity dis-
tribution for the thick disk that extends to stars with [Fe/H] ≥ 0
and Sun-like [α/Fe] abundance ratios; those stars are, however,
also relatively young, so their thick-disk pedigree may remain
open to question. The “ζ Herculis branch” of disk stars in the
U − V diagram (Dehnen 1998; Skuljan et al. 1999) could be a
source of such stars.

When interpreting Fig. 27 (and Fig. 30), the substantial er-
rors of even the “well-defined” ages should always be kept in
mind; the presence of stars appearing to be as old as 14 Gyr
is easily explained by observational errors. Uncertainties in
the temperature scales of the observed stars and theoretical
isochrones (Sect. 4.5.3) remain a potential source of systematic
error, and numerical details of the age computation may intro-
duce spurious features in diagrams such as Figs. 27 and 30,
which can appear dramatic without the elaborate precautions
described in Sect. 4.5.5, but may remain in more subtle form.

In order to avoid the strong absolute-magnitude bias in
Fig. 27, we plot in Fig. 28 the same data for the volume-limited
subsample within 40 pc. Despite the drastic reduction in num-
ber of stars, the lack of young metal-poor stars produced by
our blue colour cutoff remains well visible and is responsible
for the upturn of the mean relation for the youngest ages. The
disappearance of the young “super-metal-rich” stars supports
their interpretation as an artifact of the de-reddening procedure
for distant giant stars. The lack of any overall metallicity vari-
ation in the thin disk is even more pronounced than before.
Finally, the scatter in [Fe/H] at all ages again greatly exceeds
the observational error of ∼0.1 dex. Limiting the sample to the
best-determined ages leads to the same conclusions.

This picture of the age-metallicity distribution for field stars
agrees well with the most recent studies of open clusters by

a large scatter in age-metallicity 
relation
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(>[Fe/H]=0) stars 1010 B. Nordström et al.: The Geneva-Copenhagen survey of the Solar neighbourhood

Fig. 26. Distribution of metallicities for the volume complete sample
of single stars (full histogram). For comparison the dotted curve shows
the reconstructed distribution for G dwarfs from Jørgensen (2000),
which is corrected for scale height effects and measurement errors.

However, as pointed out by Edvardsson et al. (1993) them-
selves, the restriction of their sample to F-type dwarfs auto-
matically excluded any old, metal-rich stars if such existed, a
fact that has been overlooked in several later discussions. The
very recent similar analysis by Reddy et al. (2003) of a larger
number of elements in 181 F and G dwarfs reached substan-
tially the same conclusions as Edvardsson et al. (1993).

The selection criteria underlying the present sample were
specifically designed to include the old, metal-rich stars that
would have been missed by Edvardsson et al. (1993) even if
they existed. At the same time, it was realised that these are
just the stars for which the derived ages will be the most un-
certain, as demonstrated implicitly by Feltzing et al. (2001). In
this context we note that Reddy et al. (2003) find again a more
clear-cut rise of mean metallicity with age than the two stud-
ies just mentioned, primarily because the Reddy et al. sample
contains few old, metal rich stars. It is unclear whether this is
caused by their selection procedure, and it is therefore of inter-
est to re-examine the age-metallicity diagram constructed from
the stars with well-defined ages in the unbiased sample pre-
sented here (see Figs. 27 and 28).

The most obvious features of Fig. 27 remain direct results
of our selection criteria: The absence of stars near the lower
left edge of the diagram is caused by our blue colour cutoff. The
predominance of young, metal-rich stars is due to their intrinsic
brightness and the correspondingly large volume they sample;
the few young, apparently super-metal-rich stars are probably
at least in part distant giant stars for which the interstellar red-
dening has been overestimated (see below and Burstein 2003).

Apart from these features, little variation in mean metallic-
ity is seen, except possibly for the very oldest stars which in
general have kinematics characteristic of the thick disk. Even

Fig. 27. Age–metallicity diagram for 7566 single stars with “well-
defined” ages in the magnitude-limited sample. Note that individual
age errors may still exceed 50% (cf. Fig. 16).

some of these have solar-like metallicities, however, and we
note that Bensby et al. (2003) recently derived a metallicity dis-
tribution for the thick disk that extends to stars with [Fe/H] ≥ 0
and Sun-like [α/Fe] abundance ratios; those stars are, however,
also relatively young, so their thick-disk pedigree may remain
open to question. The “ζ Herculis branch” of disk stars in the
U − V diagram (Dehnen 1998; Skuljan et al. 1999) could be a
source of such stars.

When interpreting Fig. 27 (and Fig. 30), the substantial er-
rors of even the “well-defined” ages should always be kept in
mind; the presence of stars appearing to be as old as 14 Gyr
is easily explained by observational errors. Uncertainties in
the temperature scales of the observed stars and theoretical
isochrones (Sect. 4.5.3) remain a potential source of systematic
error, and numerical details of the age computation may intro-
duce spurious features in diagrams such as Figs. 27 and 30,
which can appear dramatic without the elaborate precautions
described in Sect. 4.5.5, but may remain in more subtle form.

In order to avoid the strong absolute-magnitude bias in
Fig. 27, we plot in Fig. 28 the same data for the volume-limited
subsample within 40 pc. Despite the drastic reduction in num-
ber of stars, the lack of young metal-poor stars produced by
our blue colour cutoff remains well visible and is responsible
for the upturn of the mean relation for the youngest ages. The
disappearance of the young “super-metal-rich” stars supports
their interpretation as an artifact of the de-reddening procedure
for distant giant stars. The lack of any overall metallicity vari-
ation in the thin disk is even more pronounced than before.
Finally, the scatter in [Fe/H] at all ages again greatly exceeds
the observational error of ∼0.1 dex. Limiting the sample to the
best-determined ages leads to the same conclusions.

This picture of the age-metallicity distribution for field stars
agrees well with the most recent studies of open clusters by
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stars migrated from the inner disk

(Me: metallicity)
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First “direct” measurement of the Galactic Bar

39

Anders et al., 2019, A&A, 628, A94

https://sci.esa.int/web/gaia/-/61459-gaia-starts-mapping-our-galaxy-s-bar
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+ 2MASS + AllWISE
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The solar system also migrated from the inner disk
(TT &

 B
aba 2020)
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狭範囲に限定された重力崩壊型超新星親星質量
が示唆する銀河系化学進化と超新星頻度史

ニュートリノ研究とのコラボへ



14 Smartt

Figure 6. The progenitor detections are marked with error bars (data from Table 1 and the limits
are marked with arrows (data from Table 2). The lines are cumulative IMFs with different minimum
and maximum masses.

star-forming regions. Williams et al. (2014) also suggest that
their results are compatible with progenitors all coming from
masses M < 20 M! although the uncertainties do not rule
out the possibility of no upper-mass cut-off.

3.3. Possible explanations

The reasons for these missing high-mass progenitors are dis-
cussed as follows

3.3.1. Dust formation and circumstellar extinction
As discussed in Section 2.1.3, the extinction toward the pro-
genitors is often estimated from the extinction toward the SN
itself, or the nearby stellar population. The former estimates

may not be directly applicable since the circumstellar dust
around the progenitor stars can be destroyed in explosions—
as in the case of SN2012aw and SN2008S.

Walmswell & Eldridge (2012) calculated the dust that
could be produced in red supergiant winds and the extra ex-
tinction that this would produce. The idea is well motivated
and valid, but Kochanek et al. (2012) showed that treating
CSM extinction with a slab of ISM material is not physically
consistent. As shown in Kochanek et al. (2012), the pro-
genitor of SN2012aw was thought to be quite a high-mass
star but correct treatment of radiative transfer in a spheri-
cal dust shell reduces the progenitor luminosity limit while
comfortably fitting the optical, NIR, and MIR detections and
limits. The major concern for this sample is that the objects

PASA, 32, e016 (2015)
doi:10.1017/pasa.2015.17
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(Smartt 2015)

The observational evidence for 
the missing high-mass CCSN progenitors
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For the stars that exploded in P-HOTB, the desired kinetic
energy at infinity in KEPLER is obtained by iterating on α.
This required an earlier, more rapid motion outwardfor the
adopted piston. By design, the two explosion models thus
agreed almost exactly in explosion energy and piston mass.
They also agreed to typically better than 10% in the mass of
iron-group nuclei that were synthesized (Tables 7 and 8). Here
the total iron in P-HOTB calculation is taken as the amount
outside the final fallback mass.

To make the agreement in 56Ni mass even better, first, for
afew models the starting location in mass of the special
trajectory, mz, was slightly varied, usually by ∼0.01 M , so that
the KEPLER total iron mass lies roughly in between the special
and fallback trajectories (Figure 12). Then using the innermost
zone abundances, most models were scaled up slightly until the
fallback trajectory value, so that the final disagreement of iron-
group synthesis was a few percent at most. The full tabulated
list of all piston parameters for all explosion calculations is
available at the MPA-Garching archive (see footnote 4).

In the remainder of the paper, the baryonic remnant masses,
the kinetic energies at infinity of the ejecta, and the total iron-
group synthesis are based on the 1D neutrino-powered
explosions using P-HOTB. Only the isotopic nucleosynthesis
(of all elements including pre-SN mass loss) and the light
curves are taken from KEPLER.

4. EXPLOSION PROPERTIES

Inserting the standard “central engines” described in
Section 3 in the various pre-SN stars resulted in a wide variety
of outcomes depending on the properties of each progenitor,
especially its mass and compactness, and the choice of 87A
model used for the engine’s calibration (Figure 13). Generally
speaking, weaker central engines like W20 gave fewer SNe
than stronger engines like N20.

This is an interesting point that warrants elaboration. Not
every model for 87A will give equivalent, or even necessarily
valid, results when its central engine is inserted in other stars.
SN 1987A was a blue supergiant in a galaxy with lower
metallicity than the Sun. All pre-SN models considered here,

except those that lost their envelopes before exploding, are red
supergiants with an initially solar composition. The SN 1987A
models, at least those that made blue supergiant progenitors
(Table 1), also used a different value for semiconvective
mixing that affected the size of the carbon–oxygen core for that
mass (made the core smaller). One of the models, W18,
included rotation, while the present survey does not. Our
calculations are 1D, not 3D. Finally, one expects significant
variations in pre-SN core structure even for two stars of very
similar initial mass and pre-SN luminosity (Sukhbold &
Woosley 2014).
The very similar results for “explodability” for models N20,

W18, W15, and S19.8 are thus welcome and suggest a
robustness to the answer thatmight not necessarily have
existed. They also justify the neglect of model set W20 in the

Figure 11. Trajectory from the neutrino-driven explosion with P-HOTB
(gray)compared withthe corresponding trajectory from KEPLER (blue) for
the explosion of the W18 engine itself. In all cases, the trajectories from the two
codes have a common starting radius and time and the same minimum radius
and time.

Figure 12. Comparison of iron production in the KEPLER and P-HOTB
calculations for all models that exploded using the Z9.6 and W18 engines. The
shaded gray region is bounded on the bottom by the total iron produced by
P-HOTB outside the “special” trajectory (orange), and on the top by the total
iron ejected (green). The thick blue curve represents total iron production in the
converged KEPLER explosions.

Figure 13. Explosion outcomes from the five different central engines for SN
1987A (Tables 1 and 3)shown in comparison. Successful explosions that make
neutron stars are green, the explosions that make BHs through fallback are light
blue, and the failures, which make BHs, are black lines. The calibrators are
listed by the engine strength, weakest at the bottom. Models heavier than 12.25
M were covered by these five engines;all lighter models produced successful

explosions by the Z9.6 engine calibrated to Crab SN.
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an increase in the number 
of CCSNe, compared to a 
single mass range:8-18M⊙

13% (mmax=22.6 M⊙ )

11% (mmax=21.2 M⊙ )

the complex explosion/BH landscape   

The theoretical modeling of CCSNe supports a low mmax

It may be reasonable to assume the CCSN mass range=8-18M⊙

If a single mass range 
is assumed
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The conventional Galactic chemical evolution scheme 
adopts a high mmax such as 100 M⊙

(at least 50 M⊙)

The CCSN number 
reduces to ~70%

If mmax=18 M⊙, 

The reduction in the
total amount of heavy
element is more serious

mstar melement

reduces to ~50%

TABLE 2—Continued

Yields (in M!) for M =

Element 20 25 30 40

71Ga ................ 1.10E"06 3.95E"06 9.36E"06 2.16E"05
70Ge ................ 1.92E"06 8.33E"06 2.37E"05 4.98E"05
72Ge ................ 1.75E"06 8.88E"06 2.69E"05 6.24E"05
73Ge ................ 3.19E"07 1.67E"06 4.28E"06 1.08E"05
74Ge ................ 2.58E"06 1.77E"05 7.00E"05 1.56E"04

Z = 0.02

Mfinal ............... 18.36 21.63 24.58 21.84

Mcut................. 1.77 2.09 3.05 2.67

p...................... 7.93E+00 8.41E+00 8.75E+00 3.55E+00

D..................... 2.47E"13 1.97E"13 7.25E"13 1.43E"12
3He ................. 2.38E"04 2.21E"04 2.12E"04 5.05E"05
4He ................. 6.76E+00 7.25E+00 8.37E+00 4.78E+00
6Li................... 8.22E"16 6.56E"16 2.41E"15 4.75E"15
7Li................... 3.57E"12 5.29E"13 1.56E"14 5.72E"13
9Be.................. 1.21E"16 1.85E"16 6.98E"16 2.43E"15
10B.................. 1.47E"10 1.51E"10 1.55E"10 7.44E"14
11B .................. 6.62E"10 6.79E"10 6.96E"10 3.80E"13
12C.................. 2.09E"01 1.44E"01 1.79E"01 4.90E"01
13C.................. 1.45E"03 6.66E"02 1.92E"03 4.31E"04
14N.................. 7.19E"02 8.43E"02 1.02E"01 5.81E"02
15N.................. 2.53E"04 4.63E"02 1.54E"05 4.26E"05
16O.................. 9.80E"01 2.18E+00 2.74E+00 7.05E+00
17O.................. 9.49E"04 1.34E"03 1.68E"03 9.69E"04
18O.................. 3.98E"03 8.37E"02 2.79E"03 1.04E"02
19F .................. 6.92E"05 1.18E"04 9.33E"06 9.84E"06
20Ne ................ 2.92E"01 6.47E"01 5.41E"01 1.74E+00
21Ne ................ 1.98E"03 1.70E"03 2.57E"03 5.19E"03
22Ne ................ 8.81E"03 1.66E"02 1.13E"02 1.07E"02
23Na ................ 1.20E"02 1.41E"02 1.81E"02 5.76E"02
24Mg ............... 6.88E"02 2.08E"01 1.68E"01 3.29E"01
25Mg ............... 1.12E"02 2.42E"02 2.18E"02 5.82E"02
26Mg ............... 7.52E"03 2.12E"02 2.37E"02 5.94E"02
27Al................. 8.56E"03 2.34E"02 2.37E"02 7.20E"02
28Si ................. 9.41E"02 1.24E"01 2.67E"01 3.28E"01
29Si ................. 2.95E"03 8.30E"03 1.08E"02 1.70E"02
30Si ................. 3.49E"03 1.10E"02 1.50E"02 1.97E"02
31P .................. 9.79E"04 1.99E"03 3.65E"03 5.43E"03
32S .................. 4.75E"02 4.35E"02 1.08E"01 1.40E"01
33S .................. 5.28E"04 6.07E"04 1.42E"03 1.73E"03
34S .................. 3.77E"03 4.36E"03 1.41E"02 1.69E"02
36S .................. 1.30E"05 2.23E"05 5.90E"05 8.41E"05
35Cl................. 2.68E"04 1.58E"04 6.05E"04 8.23E"04
37Cl................. 9.70E"05 1.40E"04 2.33E"04 5.21E"04
36Ar ................ 7.36E"03 6.63E"03 1.41E"02 1.98E"02
38Ar ................ 1.22E"03 5.80E"04 4.51E"03 5.14E"03
40Ar ................ 3.19E"06 3.30E"06 1.36E"05 8.04E"06
39K.................. 1.37E"04 6.78E"05 2.58E"04 2.56E"04
40K.................. 1.79E"07 2.25E"07 5.09E"07 9.26E"07
41K.................. 1.37E"05 1.11E"05 2.65E"05 4.65E"05
40Ca ................ 4.99E"03 5.67E"03 9.29E"03 1.42E"02
42Ca ................ 3.53E"05 1.34E"05 1.12E"04 1.24E"04
43Ca ................ 2.84E"06 3.57E"06 6.10E"06 7.56E"06
44Ca ................ 5.12E"05 9.93E"05 1.28E"04 4.13E"04
46Ca ................ 9.08E"07 1.33E"06 2.39E"06 3.71E"06
48Ca ................ 2.95E"06 2.77E"06 1.23E"05 2.69E"06
45Sc................. 1.83E"06 2.71E"06 4.44E"06 6.81E"06
46Ti ................. 1.66E"05 7.32E"06 4.58E"05 5.62E"05
47Ti ................. 5.70E"06 8.09E"06 1.28E"05 3.99E"05
48Ti ................. 7.37E"05 1.66E"04 2.27E"04 5.93E"04
49Ti ................. 4.41E"06 8.24E"06 1.17E"05 1.84E"05
50Ti ................. 5.21E"06 1.06E"05 8.54E"06 3.31E"05
50V.................. 5.94E"08 1.40E"07 3.68E"07 3.69E"07
51V.................. 1.09E"05 1.55E"05 2.48E"05 6.58E"05

TABLE 2—Continued

Yields (in M!) for M =

Element 20 25 30 40

50Cr................. 7.07E"05 2.02E"05 9.87E"05 1.21E"04
52Cr................. 4.11E"04 9.25E"04 1.45E"03 2.47E"03
53Cr................. 5.54E"05 7.52E"05 1.34E"04 1.44E"04
54Cr................. 1.48E"05 2.42E"05 3.72E"05 4.99E"05
55Mn ............... 3.18E"04 3.53E"04 5.85E"04 4.94E"04
54Fe................. 3.79E"03 2.12E"03 4.03E"03 5.89E"03
56Fe................. 3.57E"02 8.87E"02 1.04E"01 2.77E"01
57Fe................. 1.22E"03 2.83E"03 4.11E"03 8.90E"03
58Fe................. 4.24E"04 7.36E"04 1.77E"03 1.36E"03
59Co................ 2.43E"04 4.22E"04 6.60E"04 1.42E"03
58Ni................. 1.52E"03 2.12E"03 3.38E"03 7.14E"03
60Ni................. 1.20E"03 3.14E"03 3.33E"03 1.12E"02
61Ni................. 2.43E"04 2.97E"04 9.10E"04 8.55E"04
62Ni................. 3.69E"04 8.87E"04 8.34E"04 2.97E"03
64Ni................. 1.60E"04 5.10E"04 6.97E"05 1.95E"03
63Cu................ 9.89E"05 2.32E"04 6.14E"05 5.85E"04
65Cu................ 4.15E"05 1.34E"04 2.02E"05 5.70E"04
64Zn ................ 5.27E"05 1.35E"04 8.32E"05 6.38E"04
66Zn ................ 7.13E"05 2.35E"04 7.40E"05 1.02E"03
67Zn ................ 1.17E"05 4.38E"05 3.01E"06 2.31E"04
68Zn ................ 5.33E"05 2.75E"04 1.19E"05 1.43E"03
70Zn ................ 2.45E"06 8.48E"06 5.89E"07 5.62E"05
69Ga ................ 6.82E"06 2.69E"05 1.27E"06 1.61E"04
71Ga ................ 4.95E"06 2.39E"05 2.26E"06 1.29E"04
70Ge ................ 8.72E"06 3.81E"05 2.04E"06 2.40E"04
72Ge ................ 9.95E"06 6.93E"05 4.13E"06 4.09E"04
73Ge ................ 2.48E"06 1.36E"05 7.62E"07 9.51E"05
74Ge ................ 2.08E"05 1.65E"04 3.19E"05 1.38E"03

Note.—Table 2 is also available in machine-readable form in the electronic
edition of the Astrophysical Journal.

Fig. 1.—Relative abundance ratios as a function of the progenitor mass
with Z ¼ 0. The solid and dashed lines show normal SNe II with E51 ¼ 1 and
HNe, respectively.
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果たして銀河系化学進化は超新星親星上限質量:18~20 M⊙
を受け入れられるのか？

効率の悪くなった化学進化をある程度は星形成率を高めることで、
埋め合わせはできそう

化学進化は星形成率と星の初期質量関数で大方が決まる

とは言え、難しそう （当初は相容れないという趣旨の論文を
書くつもりでこの仕事を開始した）

いや待てよ。新たな銀河化学力学進化の枠組みがあるではないか

SFR IMF
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CCSNe limited to the narrow pro g enitor mass range 3479 
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Figure 3. Chemical evolution of the Galactic bulge. We calculate two cases with different IMF slopes: x = −0.9 (red curve) and x = −1.35 (dashed green 
curve). Left: calculated correlation of [Mg/Fe] with [Fe/H], compared with the observed data (black circles: Gonzalez et al. 2011 ; cyan circles: Johnson et al. 
2014 ; and grey dots: Schultheis et al. 2017 ). Right: comparison of the predicted MDFs with the observ ed MDF (gre y curv e: Schultheis et al. 2021 ), which 
closely resembles the result from the Blanco DECam Bulge Surv e y (Johnson et al. 2020 ). The observ ed av erage [Fe/H] range e xhibited by elliptical galaxies 
whose stellar masses are larger than 10 10 M " (Arrigoni et al. 2010 ) after being converted from [Z/H] and [ α/Fe] is indicated by the light cyan stripe. 
one of their models (named N20) exhibits an explodability mapping 
showing a major m cc,u around 22 M " with a lack of ∼15 M " stars and 
an island of explosion for the stars with ∼25.5–27.5 M ". Another 
model (named W18) exhibits a feature similar to N20 but with an 
additional lack of explosion for the stars with ∼19 M ". For these two 
cases, we estimate the degree of change in the IMF slope from the 
case with m cc,u = 18 M ". The two explodability mappings increase 
the number of CCSNe by 13 per cent and 11 per cent, each of which 
is equi v alent to m cc,u = 22.6 and 21.2 M ", respectively, if we assume 
a single mass range starting from m cc,l = 8 M ". Then, such small 
increases in the CCSN rate per each generation of stars by the two 
cases result in the requited IMF slope of x = −0.96 and −0.95, 
respectively, in the bulge, that corresponds to a slight change in the 
slope by ∼0.05. Accordingly, we conclude that a flat IMF in the 
bulge is guaranteed even under the condition given by the complex 
explodability mapping. 

The argument for a flat IMF in the Galactic bulge can be extended 
to an insight into the form of the IMFs in elliptical galaxies. A mean 
metallicity among elliptical galaxies (0 ! 〈 [Fe/H] 〉 ! 0.2: cyan stripe) 
resulting from a bursting SFH in common with the bulge indicates a 
flat (i.e. top-heavy) IMF in elliptical galaxies (e.g. Arimoto & Yoshii 
1987 ). Then, if we incorporate the results suggesting a flat IMF 
for the thick disc (and possibly for the innermost disc in a similar 
manner), we naturally conclude that an IMF generating numerous 
massive stars could emerge from the bursting star formation events 
(Pouteau et al. 2022 ). 
3  C OSM IC  HISTORY  O F  CO RE-C O LL A PS E  
SUP ER N OVA  RATES  
Based on the understanding of chemical evolution of the different 
components of the Galaxy, we next explore the redshift evolution of 
the core-collapse supernova (CCSN) rate ( R cc ) traced by the cosmic 
SFR ( ψ). We calculate R cc by converting it from the observationally 
estimated ψ via a scale factor, k cc , of massive stars that explode as 
CCSNe per unit mass of the IMF, which is related by 
R cc ( z) = k cc ( z ) h 2 ψ( z ) . (3) 
Here, h is the Hubble parameter, and the units of R cc and ψ are 
yr −1 Mpc −3 and M " yr −1 Mpc −3 , respectively. In our calculations, 
k cc varies in accordance with z since the ψ( z) value is a composite 
of the SFRs contributed from different types of galaxies in which 
the SFH differs and the IMF is assumed to vary. Thus, each type j of 
galaxies has a unique value of k cc , i.e. k cc, j . 

To e v aluate k cc ( z), we classify galaxies into five groups: spheroids 
(E/S0) and four classes of spiral galaxies (Sab, Sbc, Scd, and Sdm). 
Then, given their SFHs, the relative contribution to ψ( z) from each 
type of galaxy is calculated by weighting with its relative proportion 
and mass-to-luminosity ratio (Totani, Sato & Yoshii 1996 ). Then, 
k cc ( z) is defined as 
k cc ( z) = 5 ∑ 

j= 1 k cc ,j w j ψ j ( z) 
∑ 5 

j= 1 w j ψ j ( z) , (4) 
where w j and ψ j ( z) are the individual weight and the SFR for the 
j -type galaxy , respectively . Here, we set the formation redshift of 
galaxies at z = 2.5 to match the observational trend of ψ for z < 
2: a gradual decrease from its peak at z ≈ 2 to the present (e.g. 
Madau & Dickinson 2014 ). For the cosmological parameters, we 
adopt #$ = 0.69, #M = 0.31, and H 0 = 67.74 km s −1 Mpc −1 . 

In this study, we adopt the Salpeter IMF for late-type galaxies 
(Sbc, Scd, and Sdm) and the flat IMF ( x = −0.9) for early-type 
of galaxies (E/S0 and Sab) to count the number of CCSNe whose 
progenitor masses are in the range of 8–18 M ". The assignment 
of a flat IMF to Sab is attributable to our findings regarding the 
Galactic disc components corresponding to the thick disc (and 
possibly the innermost thin disc). 4 Given the entire mass range of 
0.01–100 M " with the single slope of the Salpeter IMF, k cc is deduced 
to be ∼0 . 05 M −1 

" . Considering the uncertainty in the complex mass 
distribution for low-mass stars ( m < 1 M "; Kroupa 2001 ; Chabrier 
2003 ), we adopt a slightly modified k cc of 0.06 M −1 

" for late-type 
galaxies, which yields k cc = 0.18 M −1 

" for a flat IMF ( x = −0.9) for 
early-type galaxies. 

Thus, we finally deduce R cc ( z) by combining k cc ( z) with the 
measured ψ( z). The results corresponding to z ≤ 2 based on two 
choices of ψ (Hopkins & Beacom 2006 ; Madau & Dickinson 2014 ) 
are shown in Fig. 4 as the solid red and blue curv es, respectiv ely. 
For comparison, the cases with a constant k cc ( = 0.06 M −1 

" ), which 
is supported under a universal IMF, are indicated by dashed curves. 
Clearly, the observed R cc trend for z ! 1 is shown to be in good 
agreement with the modelling results assuming a varying k cc , whereas 
the models with a constant k cc fail to reproduce well a contrast of 
R cc between the present and z ≈ 0.8. The enlarged contrast obtained 
by adopting a varying k cc results from a switch of the dominant 
galaxy population contributing to ψ from a high- z Universe to a 
4 To ensure that Sab-type galaxies are better suited to a flatter IMF, relatively 
rapid formation on a 2 Gyr time-scale of star formation is assumed, which is 
modified from the SFH adopted by Totani et al. ( 1996 ). 
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Fig. 16. CC SN rate per unit volume. All mea-
surements do not account for the correction for
hidden SNe. To obtain the predicted SN rate
from the measured SFR, we adopt 8, 40 M�
as the lower and upper mass limits for SN
CC progenitors and the proper IMF, Salpeter
for Madau & Dickinson (2014) and SalA for
Hopkins & Beacom (2006). The dashed lines
show the predicted SN rate, assuming the frac-
tion of hidden SNe given in (Mattila et al.
2012).

Given the short lifetime of their progenitors (<30 Myr), there
is a simple, direct relation between the CC SN and the current
SF rate:

rCC(z) = KCC ⇥  (z), (7)

where  (z) is the SFR and KCC is the number of stars per unit
mass that produce CC SNe, or:

KCC =

R
mU,CC

mL,CC
�(m)dm

R
mU

mL
m�(m)dm

, (8)

where �(m) is the initial mass function (IMF), mL and mU are the
extreme limits of the stellar mass range and mL,CC and mU,CC, the
mass range of CC SN progenitors.

Assuming that KCC does not evolve significantly in the red-
shift range of interest, the evolution of the CC SN rates with
redshift is a direct tracer of the cosmic SF history (SFH).
Conversely, we can use existing estimates of the SFH to com-
pute the expected CC SN rate, assuming a mass range for their
progenitors. To do this consistently one has to use the same IMF
(or KCC) adopted to derive the SFR. Indeed, although Kcc de-
pends on the IMF in Eq. (8), the ratio between the cosmic SFR
and CC rate does not give a real indication on the IMF, since
both quantities actually trace the number of massive stars that
produce both UV photons and CC SN events. The formal depen-
dence on the IMF of this ratio is introduced by the extrapolation
factor used to derive the SFH from luminosity measurement to
convert the number of massive stars formed at the various red-
shifts into the total stellar mass that has been formed.

The CC progenitor mass range is still uncertain, both for the
low and upper limit. Stellar evolution models suggest a typi-
cal range of 9�40 M� (Heger et al. 2003) for CC SNe, though
the upper limit strongly depends on metallicity and other fac-
tors, e.g. rotation or binarity. In recent years, it was feasible to
search for the progenitor star for a number of nearby CC SN
in archival pre-explosion images (Smartt 2009, 2015, and ref-
erences therein). This allows an estimate of the masses of their
progenitor stars to be obtained, or, if not detected, an estimate of
upper limits. By comparing the observed mass distribution with

the IMF, it was argued that the minimum initial mass is 8± 1 M�.
The same analysis also suggests a paucity of progenitors of SN II
with mass greater than 20 M�, which would indicate that these
stars collapse directly in to a black hole, without producing a
bright optical transient (Smartt 2009). However this result needs
to be confirmed so hereafter, following the trend of the literature
in the field, we adopt an upper limit of 40 M�.

With a mass range 8�40 M� for the SN CC progenitors
we obtain a scale factor KCC = 6.7 ⇥ 10�3

M
�1
� for a standard

Salpeter IMF or KCC = 8.8 ⇥ 10�3
M
�1
� for a modified Salpeter

IMF (SalA), with a slope of �1.3 below 0.5 M� (similar to what
adopted in Hopkins & Beacom 2006).

Assuming the 8�40 M� mass range, it has been claimed that
the comparisons between the SFH from Hopkins & Beacom
(2006; hereafter HB06) and the published measurements of
CC SN rates showed a discrepancy of a factor two at all red-
shifts (Botticella et al. 2008; Bazin et al. 2009).Horiuchi et al.
(2011) argue that this indicates a “supernova rate problem” for
which they propose some possible explanations: either many
CC SNe are missed in the optical searches because of heavy
dust-obscuration, or there is a significant fraction of intrinsically
very faint (or dark) SNe at which point, after the core has col-
lapsed, the whole ejecta falls back onto the black hole.

On the other hand, Botticella et al. (2012) found that the
CC SN rate in a sample of galaxies within 11 Mpc is consis-
tent with that expected from the SFR derived from FUV lumi-
nosities. Taylor et al. (2014), based on the SDSS-II SN sam-
ple, estimated that the fraction of missing events is about 20%.
Gerke et al. (2015) performed a search for failed SNe by mon-
itoring a sample of nearby galaxies (<10 Mpc). After four yr
they found only one candidate, which suggests an upper limit
of 40% for the fraction of dark events among CC SNe that, un-
fortunately, is not yet a strong constraint. To detect the CC SNe
hidden by strong extinction, several infrared SN searches have
been performed in local starburst galaxies (Maiolino et al. 2002;
Mannucci et al. 2003; Mattila & Meikle 2001; Miluzio et al.
2013), in some cases exploiting adaptive optics (Cresci et al.
2007; Mattila et al. 2007; Kankare et al. 2008, 2012) to improve
the spatial resolution. However, despite the e↵orts, it has not
been possible to unveil the hidden SNe.
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rcc(z) = kcc h2 Y(z)

The observed CCSN rate’s slope is steeper than 
the predictions from the observed cosmic star formation rate 

a scale factor of massive stars 
that explode as CCSNe per unit mass of the IMF

=

Assuming,
kcc = const.

with the Universal IMF
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Figure 13. The cosmic star formation history as a function of lookback time. Shown are literature compendia along with the recently trends reported by
Davies et al. (2016) and Madau & Dickinson (2014). Our new measurements from our combined sample are shown in black with the three error components
indicated by the distinct grey shading. The errors are shown as additive with the light grey indicating statistical error, the grey as the cosmic variance, and the
dark grey the AGN classification uncertainty. Note that a figure showing the same data versus redshift is given in Appendix C, Fig. C1.

It is also worth noting that our dominant error at high-z is due to
uncertainty in the AGN identification (dark grey shading), of course
at some point this becomes moot as galaxies are neither AGN nor
star-forming but both and ultimately effort is needed to separate the
AGN-light from the stellar emission prior to determining masses.

4.5 The recent decline in dust-mass density

Fig. 15 shows our recovered DMD against lookback time. Initially
this trend is flat then rising slowly to z ∼ 1 with a hint of a decline
at our G10-COSMOS redshift limit of z = 1.75. However, we do
not place any significance in this turn-down at z = 1.75 given the
associated errors indicated by the grey shading.

One of the problems in establishing the veracity of this result
is that fairly little previous data exists at any redshift. Driver et al.
(2007) inferred an estimate from optical data combined with a radia-
tive transfer model, while Dunne et al. (2011) derived measurements
from the Herschel-ATLAS Science Definition Phase. Concurrently
to this work, an updated measurement of the low-z dust-mass func-
tion was obtained by Beeston et al. (2018, submitted), also based
on the GAMA data base and the MAGPHYS data presented here.

Compared to the Driver et al. data we find a marginally (1.5σ )
lower DMD than they reported. This is likely due to MAGPHYS

recovering significantly lower than expected opacities when com-
pared to the Driver study. In that study a single opacity value was
derived and adapted for the entire population (τ o

v = 3.8; Driver
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Figure 4. Cosmic CCSN rates predicted with respect to the redshift for 
z < 2 and compared with the measured rates. The theoretical curves are 
calculated based on the cosmic SFRs deduced from Madau & Dickinson 
( 2014 , red curves) and Hopkins & Beacom ( 2006 , blue curves). The models 
corresponding to the solid curves hypothesize a large number of CCSNe in 
early-type galaxies, while an equal number of CCSNe against the total stellar 
mass among all types of galaxies is assumed for the dotted curves under a 
conventional scheme. The measured rates for the high-redshift cases ( z > 
1) are from Petrushevska et al. ( 2016 , red circles) and Strolger et al. ( 2015 , 
blue triangles). For z ! 1, the data points are assembled from various sources 
(Cappellaro et al. 2015 ). 
lo w- z Uni verse, i.e. E/S0 at z ≈ 2 (nearly 100 per cent) to late-type 
galaxies including our own at z ≈ 0 ( ≈94 per cent). Ho we ver, the 
results for z > 1 by the models with a varying k cc are in noticeable 
tension with the measured rate by Strolger et al. ( 2015 ). Since 
another high- z data by Petrushevska et al. ( 2016 ) supporting our 
model involve the substantial uncertainties, the overall trend for 0 < 
z < 2 shaped by existing data does not rule out the possibility of 
a constant k cc model, preserving the argument by Strolger et al. 
( 2015 ) that rejects a redshift-evolving IMF (Dav ́e 2008 ) and the k cc 
v alue deri ved from m cc,u < 20 M ". In addition, clear answers as to 
whether of a variable or constant k cc elude us also by uncertainties 
in the cosmic ψ (e.g. Kobayashi, Inoue & Inoue 2013 ); there are 
significantly different scalings between the observed quantities and 
SFR with redshift predicted by Madau & Dickinson ( 2014 ) and 
Madau & Frgos ( 2017 ). Therefore, at least, to strengthen the validity 
of a varying k cc , more precise data within z ≈ 1–2 by future surv e ying 
are most certainly required. In particular, the Nancy Grace Roman 
Space Telescope has excellent prospects in pinning down the cosmic 
CCSN rate with multiply lensed images (Petrushevska et al. 2016 ). In 
parallel, theoretical approach must be upgraded to acquire a detailed 
composite of SFRs contributed from various galactic components as 
a function of z, which could assessed from the results of cosmological 
numerical simulations reproducing the mix of early-type and late- 
type galaxies (e.g. Vogelsberger et al. 2014 ). In summary, there are 
large uncertainties in the argument on the IMF variability in terms of 
the cosmic CCSN rate as of now. None the less, we place emphasis 
on the usefulness of our proposed framework for future studies. 
4  C O N C L U S I O N S  
Recent findings that increase the likelihood that the upper mass 
bound for CCSN progenitor stars is as small as 18 M " necessitate 
the close scrutiny of existing GCE models from this viewpoint. 
Accordingly, we find that the elemental abundance characteristics 
shaped by nearby thin disc stars strongly support this hypothesis, as 
do arguments for a top-heavy IMF in certain Galactic components 

– the bulge and the thick disc – formed by bursting star formation 
events in the early days of the Galaxy. This argument remains little 
changed even if we consider the theoretical framework that gives a 
comple x e xplodability mapping as a function of stellar mass. Then, 
these findings yield new prospects for establishing a cosmic scaled 
relation between SFHs and SN rates: a high- z Universe where stars 
were e xclusiv ely formed in early-type galaxies gives birth to a high 
frequency of CCSNe whose rate is higher than that estimated by a rise 
in the cosmic SFR from a lo w- z Uni verse. This outcome, namely, a 
large contrast in the CCSN rates between z ≈ 0 and z ≈ 0.8, is indeed 
in good agreement with the measured rates. This proposed framework 
should be validated by future surv e ying that will precisely pin down 
the CCSN rate beyond z ≈ 1. One implication of this study is that a 
narrow CCSN progenitor mass range results in a high formation rate 
of BHs as a fate of failed SNe (estimated to be f BH ≈ 29 per cent 
and 36 per cent at z ≈ 0 and 2, respectively). These high rates 
greatly influence the count of background diffuse SN neutrinos, by 
enhancing their predicted flux (e.g. Liebend ̈orfer et al. 2004 ), which 
would come within the capturing ranges of current and near-future 
detectors (Abe et al. 2021 ). 
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Summary

Our result predicts a high rate of BH formation, 
which must greatly influence the count of DBSN neutrinos

fBH ≈ 33~42%

❑

failed SNe

(Neustadt+2021)
4~39%

❑

❑

❑

The narrow mass range (8-18 M⊙) for CCSN progenitors 
is found to be accepted by Galactic chemical evolution

This narrow mass range strongly supports a variable IMF 
among different type of galaxies

This variable IMF well explains an observed  large contrast 
in the cosmic CCSN rates


